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41. *DOM, Campaign An Affordable Home of Your Own*, 1932

61. Cover of last issue of AiB, June 1939
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38. Living modernism. Painting Two Figures, F. Molnár
43. Main pavilion of Brno Exhibition Grounds built for the Exhibition of Contemporary Culture in Czechoslovakia on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the new state (current view)
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64. Plans of housing estates for Koło, Warsaw, H. Syrkus, 1947, initiated during wartime
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69. Koło estate built between 1947 and 1950, designed by H. Syrkus during the war
71. B. Bierut on 22 June 1948, being shown designs for the Trasa W-Z main traffic artery by architect Józef Sigalin. Also present is Roman Piotrowski, amongst others.